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How Do We Get There?
by Jim Segedy, Ph.D., FAICP,

In demonstrating the importance of clear communication,
Lisa’s favorite exercise is the
“Recipe Game.” She asks the group she’s
working with to tell her the recipe for
making a peanut butter and jelly sandwich, one step at a time. She carefully
follows the group’s step-by-step instructions, purposefully leaving out any interpretation. When the group calls out “put
the peanut butter on the bread,” she will
place the unopened jar of peanut butter
on top of the unopened loaf of bread.
This exercise usually gets a lot of
laughs and takes several attempts before
the group can successfully communicate
the process of constructing the sandwich. Likewise, the instructions to your
community contained in your plan can
be compared to the recipe for making a
sandwich. Is each step spelled out clearly,
or is there a need for interpretation?
In our last four columns we have
examined the questions basic to developing and implementing successful community plans. Questions like: “Who are
we?” and “Where are we
going?” help us understand
what’s what with our communities, while “Where do we want
to go?” helps us set goals and
establish the future vision for
our communities.
This concluding article in
the series will answer the final
question we originally posed:
“How do we get there?” In
other words, what’s the recipe
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for successful plan implementation.
We’ll draw on our experience to try to
provide you some key ingredients.
1. Prioritize! How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time. Establish priorities for your plan’s goals. Consider
using a 1-5 scale for importance, visibility,1 “do-ability,” budget availability, and
other criteria. This will cut down on the
inertia that can result from the task of
plan implementation appearing to be so
large that no one knows where to start.
We like putting a space for this prioritization right in the plan itself.
We have found
that a good role for
the planning commission is to facilitate
the setting of priorities with input from
municipal departments and the public.
You can do this
through questionnaires or preference

surveys, followed by a workshop that
provides for face-to-face interaction.
This process allows for open discussion of priorities and any obstacles to an
item’s implementation. Not only will you
gain the perspectives of all parties affected by the plan, but you will also build
public support and a sense of ownership
of the plan that will carry through to
elected officials as they set the budget
and allocate resources.
2. Have a specific action plan. “Revitalize downtown” may be one of the primary goals in your plan. But what does
that mean? Who should be involved?

1 We use the word “visibility” to mean
some physical improvement that the
community can actually see such as landscaping along a parking area or repairing
sidewalks, rather than an “invisible” project like amended zoning regulations or
new equipment for the county mapping
department (though, of course, these can
also be important).
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What resources are available? A specific
action plan will turn a broad goal into a
series of tasks that are more easily understood and undertaken. Think about it
this way: the goals in your plan are “what
to do,” the action plan is “how to do it.”
For each goal, your action plan
should specify the steps that will be
taken, in what order, by whom, and with
what resources. Make the steps small and
measurable. You can present these steps
in either a list or a table, but make sure to
link each item in the action plan to the
specific plan goal it is meant to address.
We like to include check boxes for each
step, so that when they’re complete, they
can be marked off.
One other note. In our previous column, we discussed how to use walkabouts, photographs, maps, sketches, and
mark-ups as tools for defining your goals
in specific terms. Those pictures can
become the visual instructions of your
action plan so that not just the planning
commission, but other elected and
appointed officials and citizens in general, can all follow the same “recipe” for
implementing your community’s plan.
3. Provide for local “adoption” of
projects. In our experience, citizens
commonly think it’s the responsibility
of government to do things FOR them.
A truly effective planning process is a little like Tom Sawyer’s getting the neighborhood kids to whitewash the fence for
him. That is, you’ll be well on your way
to having your plan implemented when
members of the community (or local
groups) want to take on and complete
projects identified in the action list – and
enjoy doing them!
The planning commission can function as a clearinghouse for projects that
can be turned over to local organizations
for implementation, and also be the
“accountability body,” tracking progress
on these adopted projects as they move
towards completion.
To give you one example, several
years ago we worked with a community
in southern Michigan. The public participation part of the process included a
charrette. During the presentation of the
charrette several people stood up and

commented on a
tree-planting program that had been
identified as a possible action. One of
the local high school
kids said that the
trees could be planted as their senior
class gift to the
community. Another gentleman then
stood up and said
that he had 10 acres
of land that he
would donate to the
city for a nursery for
the trees that would be needed. To top it
off, a third individual then announced
that he’d match dollar for dollar anything
donated to this tree planting program.
It was a vivid example of a community coming together and taking charge of
its own future. The story goes on from
there, but you get the picture, implementation of the plan was already underway.
4. Find those early success projects
and use them to build momentum. Look
for projects that have short-term, but
highly visible outcomes. It can be something as simple as organizing a neighborhood clean-up day. Show that the
community’s ideas are happening. Nothing builds success like success, and nothing gets people involved like something
that is successful and fun (NEVER think
that having fun is a bad thing).
5. Celebrate success. Pats on the
back go a long way. News stories, appreciation banquets, commendations, and
awards provide that public “thank you”
to individuals and organizations for their
involvement in your community’s successful plan. Especially important is the
public recognition of your elected officials who, through the allocation of
resources or other actions, have empowered the community to make improvements called for in the plan.
6. Have an annual review of the status of your plan’s implementation. We
like to call this a “progress report,” which
sounds more positive than a “review.”
Report on how many completed projects

have been checked off in the action plan.
This keeps projects on task, measures
success, and provides accountability.
Providing a progress report is an important responsibility a planning commission can take on, and will help the
commission remain forward-looking,
with an eye on implementing the hard
work that went into developing the plan.

SUMMING UP:
Paying close attention to “how we get
there” will allow you to focus on priorities and help ensure that your plan’s
goals are actually implemented.
In our next column (due out just in
time for summer vacation season) we’ll
help you answer one more question
closely connected to what we’ve been
writing about: “Are we there yet?” ◆

Jim is the Director of Community Planning for the
Pennsylvania Environmental Council and Lisa is
the Associate Director for River Restoration in the
Pittsburgh field office of American Rivers. For a
listing of the articles Jim and Lisa have written for
the Planning Commissioners Journal to date, go to:
www.plannersweb.com/segedys.html
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